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Albert Ethan Gisgard

Albert Gisgard is a player character played by wildjoker and is currently involved in no plot.

Albert Ethan Gisgard

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 19
Zodiac Sign: Gemini

Height: 2 meters (6.5 feet)
Weight: 165 pounds

Organization: Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Occupation: Soldier

Rank: Private 3rd Class
Current Placement:

Physical Characteristics

Height: 2 meters (6.5 feet) Mass: 165 pounds Measurements: n/a Bra Size:

Build and Skin Colour: Thin and Lean: Prv. Gisgard still remains in pretty great shape even after his old
racing days, even though his parents thoroughly discouraged him from even picking up a bike again after
his wreck.
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Facial Features and Eye Colour: He has a sharp chiseled face, quite reminding you of the old pictures
of German propaganda. Given the right atmosphere, Gisgard looks like he could be quite
demanding…now only if he acted like that.

Hair Colour and Style: Short blonde, slightly spiked up front

Distinguishing Features: His airbike accident left the private with a couple of scars, but the worst part
came from when the bike pinned his left arm. With it severed, the doctors replaced everything below his
shoulder with a bionic limb…It's been 2 years but he still hasn't quite made it as fast as his own.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: “The report says he looks like he could rip those other recruits to pieces,” said Lt. Janus
from the other side of her desk, looking at her two subordinates with more than a little concern. “So why
is he such a wimp?”

Gisgard can ace nearly any assignment in front of him, but in physical altercations, he lacks quite a bit of
“experience”…and his rich family didn't help matters much.

Likes: Parties, esp. the ones his father put together Dislikes: None yet Goals: To follow in his father's
footsteps, a diplomatic representative…maybe even more!!

History

Family: Parents: Sir. Arthur Gisgard (Planetary House Chairman) Mrs. Lydia Gisgard (Housewife)

Only child.

PRE RP: Albert was the brightest star in Sir. Arthur Gisgard's eye, though he never let the boy see it. Not
that he got many chances to see his son, but when he did, he left some great lasting impressions. Sir.
Gisgard was way to busy to have a child, but he wasn't about to let it show when he was able to visit his
son.

Lydia raised her son, there was no doubt about that. He was kind, generous, and deeply ambitious to a
fault…to bad she never could act on her's, but she knows he will…and by god he will be great at it.

At thirteen, Albert couldn't wait to drive, he got an airbike as a present from his father…and took off.
They couldn't find him for a good week. After that, Albert was told he needed a little discipline and was
sent for karate lessons. He soon found out those two thing went hand-in-hand. his training gave him
sharper reflexes and when he turned Seventeen, that accident could have been a hundred times worse.

He quickly recovered and regained about 90% mobility in his left “Bionic” arm, but his parents had
enough. They suspended him from any of the things he used to do, and being a spiteful teenager, he
joined the Marines.
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Military Report

Communication

Private Albert Gisgard is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions
to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground vehicles, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Prvate Gisgard is fluent in Trade and
Yamataian. He can speak and write it correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue
orders under fire, etc. Gisgard is skilled in field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms
of communication (hand signals, flashing lights, etc).

Fighting and Physical

Private Albert Gisgard excelled at intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling
and/or killing opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons
he is trained in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and
he seems to have especially high accuracy with rifles. He can repair any basic weaponry with adequate
tools and time. The Private is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance due to his
background in Savate Martial Arts. Gisgard is also able to pilot land-based power armors, but must rely
on the suit’s A.I. to do anything advanced.

Survival

Private Gisgard knows how to survive in hostile environments. He can build primitive shelters, hunt and
forage for food, build a fire, etc. He can camouflage himself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics.

Strategy (Tactics/discipline)

Private Albert Gisgard excels at giving out tactical commands and working with his troop to follow those
commands efficiently. He knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively
trained in discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under
extreme pressure (combat, etc). He is able to recognize multiple ambush points. Gisgard knows basic
math in order to calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.

Vehicles (land vehicles)

Private Gisgard is familiar with how to effectively pilot most ground vehicles. He can make rudimentary
repairs to his vehicle. In addition, Gisgard has one vehicle type (Airbikes) in which he is particularly
skilled at operating. While inside an airbike, he seems to be able to perform difficult maneuvers under
high stress (combat, etc). Private Gisgard is also proficient in repairing this type of vehicle if given the
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proper tools and time.

Skills

Knowledge

Having been raised much of his life by Tutors and Diplomats, Gisgard found it very hard not to notice the
intricacies of both foreign/domestic relations. He also found it very easy to sneak into his father's things
and sneak quite a few good looks at law books and new bills being introduced to the Senate. Although,
Ethan wasn't about to let his father know that he was interested in those boring topics, nor was Ethan's
father going to tell him as he slowly closed the door he used to peek on his son

Humanities

Twelve years of private schooling leaves most people yearning for life on the outside, Gisgard was no
exception to this basic fact of life, but he did learn. Gisgard was brought up to date on all the current
events, past philosophies, and everything in between (though he did find one class “Aethersperm: Are
the gods calling the apocalypse” amusing and very informative.) He agrees with most of the new rulings
of the government, especially against slave trade.

Inventory

Clothing:

Uniform

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate

4 T-Shirts, white 4 underwear, white 2 Khaki cargo pants 2 Berets, green, with flash patch 1 pair gloves,
leather, black 1 pair Boots, black 6 pair boot Socks, white 1 Belt, dark brown

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest 2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki 1
Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green 2 Work-out shorts, khaki 1 Pair of
trunks, green, fleet number on right leg 1 Speedo, green, fleet number on right cheek
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Weapons, Weapon Accessories:

1 Pistol, Styrling Silver Special .45 Caliber, with 2 extra magazine 1 Pistol belt, black, with .45 holster

Accessories:

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown 1 Canteen, 1 quart 1 AwesomeCorp
DataJockey 1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.

Finances

Albert Gisgard is currently a Private 3rd Class in the Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of
Nepleslia. He receives a weekly salary of -50 DA- per week and Quarterly Reports

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 DA 1st Quarter Funds

6000 DA Sign-On Bonus
50 DA/week Military Pay

-60DA Trigger mod. on .45
Character Data
Character Name Albert Ethan Gisgard
Character Owner wildjoker
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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